Design and laboratory demonstration of an achromatic vector vortex coronagraph
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Abstract: A vector vortex coronagraph (VVC) is one of promising means for imaging extremely faint objects around bright stars such as exoplanets. We present a design of an achromatic VVC, in which an axially-symmetric half-wave plate (AHP) is placed between crossed polarization filters (circular polarizer and analyzer). The circular polarizer and the analyzer are both composed of a polarizer and a quarter-wave plate (QWP). We demonstrate, via Jones calculus and Fourier analysis, that the achromatic stellar elimination can theoretically be realized by optimal polarization filters, even when chromatic AHP and QWPs are used. We carried out laboratory demonstrations of the designed VVC using a photonic-crystal AHP. As a result, we observed achromatic coronagraphic performance, a light suppression level of $7 \times 10^{-5}$, over a wavelength from 543 nm to 633 nm.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, several giant exoplanets (planets orbiting around stars other than the Sun) have been directly imaged by utilizing high-contrast imaging techniques [1–4]. In the future, further innovative instruments would be required for strongly eliminating glaring star light to a level of $10^{-10}$ for directly imaging Earth-like exoplanets. An optical vortex coronagraph is a promising concept of the high-contrast instrument, because of its small inner working angle (an innermost angular separation from a central star where high-contrast imaging is feasible), high throughput, and large discovery space [5, 6]. The optical vortex coronagraph embeds a complex phase function $e^{-i\ell_p\theta}$ ($\ell_p$ is a topological charge and $\theta$ is an azimuth angle) in an image of a parent star. When a coronagraphic mask generates the optical vortex with the spiral phase of an even topological charge ($\ell_p = \pm 2, \pm 4, \cdots$), a bright star light can theoretically be removed with a Lyot stop and a faint planet can directly be imaged [6]. We note that other types of focal-plane coronagraphic masks, a four-quadrant [7], eight-octant [8], and 4N-segment [9] phase masks, are also promising because of their detection ability and simple mask design. Mathematically, these masks are expressed as weighted sum of optical vortex masks with various even topological charges [8–10].

Two types of vortex masks, scalar and vector vortex ones, have been proposed for the coronagraph. The scalar vortex mask is a spiral dielectric plate with a space-variant thickness as a function of the azimuth angle $\theta$ to manipulate a phase delay [5]. Coronagraphic scalar vortex masks have been manufactured not only for laboratory demonstrations [11, 12] but also on-sky observations [13]. The vector vortex mask, on the other hand, is a space-variant birefringent optical element (SVBOE) with an optic axis as a function of $\theta$ [6] for manipulating the Pancharatnam-Berry’s phase [14, 15]. The SVBOE based on subwavelength gratings have been well studied [16–21], and developed for various applications [22, 23] as well as the coronagraphic purpose [24, 25]. Coronagraphic vector vortex masks made of liquid-crystal polymers have been manufactured not only for laboratory demonstrations [24, 26], but also on-sky observations [27, 28].

For detecting extremely faint exoplanets and characterizing them through spectroscopic measurements, it is necessary to design achromatic high-contrast instruments. An achromatic scalar vortex mask has been proposed using two dielectric materials [29]. In addition, it has been proposed that an achromatic vector vortex mask can be realized by an axially-symmetric half-wave plate (AHP), a half-wave plate with space-variant fast axes corresponding to the azimuth angle $\theta$, placed between polarization filters (crossed circular polarizer and analyzer) [24, 26]. Both the circular polarizer and the analyzer are composed of a linear polarizer and a quarter-wave plate (QWP). We note that a similar optical system has been proposed for generating supercontinuum optical vortex pulse, where an axially-symmetric polarizer is used instead of the AHP [30].

In this paper, we demonstrate that a fully achromatic vector vortex mask is theoretically realized even when chromatic AHP and QWPs are used. In Section 2, we design the achromatic...
vector vortex coronagraph by means of Jones calculus and Fourier analysis. We show laboratory demonstrations of the designed achromatic coronagraph in Section 3, and the results in Section 4. In the laboratory demonstrations, we used a photonic-crystal AHP, which has an extremely small central singular point. Finally, we summarize our conclusions in Section 5.

2. Design of an achromatic vector vortex coronagraph

Figure 1 shows an optical configuration of the achromatic vector vortex coronagraph (VVC) using the polarization filtered AHP. In this paper, we assume a circular telescope pupil without shade with a central obscuration and its support structure. The clear circular telescope pupil can be acquired by an off-axis telescope or a subaperture extracted from a conventional on-axis telescope. The VVC and the other focal-plane phase-mask coronagraphs, combined with the clear circular telescope pupil, theoretically enable the perfect rejection of star light as mentioned below. When a telescope pupil has the central obscuration due to a secondary mirror and its support structure, these coronagraphs cannot realize the perfect rejection of the star light, and residual star light would prevent us from detecting faint planetary light. We note that, however, several concepts have been proposed for improving the coronagraphic performance with a centrally-obscured telescope [31–33].

The telescope pupil is imaged on an entrance-pupil (EP) plane as shown in Fig. 1(a). The AHP is placed on the focal plane where astronomical targets are imaged by a lens L1. A star light forms a so-called Airy pattern on the focal plane (Fig. 1(b)), when the star is regarded as a point-like light source. An optical vortex with a topological charge $\ell_p = 2$ is embedded on the Airy pattern by the AHP. The AHP is filtered by circular polarizer and analyzer for achromatizing the coronagraphic performance. The circular polarizer and the analyzer are both composed of a polarizer P and a quarter-wave plate QWP (P1 and QWP1 for the circular polarizer, while P2 and QWP2 for the analyzer).

Behind the AHP, the entrance pupil is reimaged by a lens L2, where the on-axis star light is strongly diffracted outside the pupil area as shown in Fig. 1(d). It has been mathematically proved that an intensity of light from a point-like star becomes zero inside the reimaged pupil [5, 6]. A diaphragm called Lyot stop (LS) is placed on the reimaged pupil plane to block the

![Fig. 1. An optical configuration of the achromatic vector vortex coronagraph. An axially-symmetric half-wave plate (AHP) is placed on a telescope focal plane between circular polarizer and analyzer. The circular polarizer and the analyzer are both composed of a polarizer (P) and a quarter-wave plate (QWP). EP, L, and LS stand for entrance pupil, lens and Lyot stop, respectively.](image-url)
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Fig. 2. An optical configuration of the polarization filtered AHP. Lenses in Fig. 1 are not shown here.

Table 1. Summary of axis angles and retardations of the QWP1, AHP, and QWP2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>QWP1</th>
<th>AHP</th>
<th>QWP2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Axis angles $\Theta$</td>
<td>45°</td>
<td>$\theta$ (space variant)</td>
<td>$\alpha + 45°$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retardations $\Delta$</td>
<td>90° + $\delta_Q$</td>
<td>180° + $\delta_A$</td>
<td>90° + $\delta_Q$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

diffracted star light, and to prevent the star light from reaching to a detector on the final focal plane (Fig. 1(e)). On the other hand, faint planets or structures, imaged on an off-center position on the AHP, will be less affected by the coronagraph and reach to the detector. From a point of view of an observational efficiency and an angular resolution, a larger Lyot stop, ideally the same size as the entrance pupil, would be preferable. In laboratory demonstrations described in the following section, we use the Lyot stop 0.9 times smaller than that of the entrance pupil.

Figure 2 shows an optical configuration of the polarization filtered AHP. The circular polarizer generates a right-handed circular polarized light, while the analyzer extracts a left-handed circular one. The circular analyzer can be rotated with respect to the circular polarizer by an angle $\alpha$.

We investigate the coronagraphic performance as a function of the angle of the circular analyzer $\alpha$. A state of polarization after the polarizer P1 is described as a Jones vector $E_i = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}$.

When the light is passing through the AHP at the azimuth angle $\theta$, an output Jones vector $E_o$ after the circular analyzer is calculated as

$$E_o = PW Q_{2} W_A W_Q_1 E_i.$$  \hfill (1)

Here,

$$P = \begin{bmatrix} \cos^2 \alpha & \sin \alpha \cos \alpha \\ \sin \alpha \cos \alpha & \sin^2 \alpha \end{bmatrix}$$  \hfill (2)

is a Jones matrix of the polarizer P2 with an axis $\alpha$. The three W matrices ($W_{Q1}$, $W_{Q2}$, and $W_A$) represent the QWP1, QWP2, and AHP, respectively. These optical components are regarded as wave plates, and their Jones matrices are described as

$$W = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \frac{\Delta}{2} - i \cos 2\Theta \sin \frac{\Delta}{2} & -i \sin 2\Theta \sin \frac{\Delta}{2} \\ -i \sin 2\Theta \sin \frac{\Delta}{2} & \cos \frac{\Delta}{2} + i \cos 2\Theta \sin \frac{\Delta}{2} \end{bmatrix}.$$  \hfill (3)

The parameters $\Theta$ and $\Delta$ mean an optic axis and a retardation of the wave plate. We assume that the retardations of the AHP and the QWPs are $\Delta_A = 180° + \delta_A$ and $\Delta_Q = 90° + \delta_Q$, respectively (i.e., $\delta_A$ and $\delta_Q$ denote retardation errors). Here, the QWPs are assumed to have identical retardations. The axis angles and the retardations assumed here are summarized in Table 1.
Fig. 3. Fourier coefficients \( |C_m|^2 \) as a function of an angle of a circular analyzer \( \alpha \), assuming retardation errors \( \delta_Q = 5.0^\circ \) and \( \delta_A = 50.0^\circ \).

Since the output light from the polarizer P2 is linearly polarized with an angle \( \alpha \), the output vector \( \mathbf{E}_o \) can be converted to a vector which has only an \( x \)-component by

\[
\mathbf{R} \mathbf{E}_o = \begin{bmatrix} \tau \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}. \tag{4}
\]

Here, \( \mathbf{R} \) is a rotation matrix with an angle of \( -\alpha \) as

\[
\mathbf{R} = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \alpha & \sin \alpha \\ -\sin \alpha & \cos \alpha \end{bmatrix}. \tag{5}
\]

The complex value \( \tau \) is then regarded as a transmittance (or a mask function) of the polarization filtered AHP, because the input vector \( \mathbf{E}_i \) is a unit one. The mask function \( \tau \) depends on the azimuth angle \( \theta \) and the retardation errors \( \delta_A \) and \( \delta_Q \).

It is convenient to decompose the mask function into a Fourier series [34]. Each term of the Fourier series represents an ideal optical vortex with an integer topological charge. The mask function is then written as

\[
\tau(\theta, \delta_A, \delta_Q) = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} C_m e^{-im\theta}, \tag{6}
\]

\[
C_m(\delta_A, \delta_Q) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\pi}^{\pi} \tau(\theta, \delta_A, \delta_Q) e^{im\theta} d\theta. \tag{7}
\]

Here, \( C_m \) is a Fourier coefficient of the \( m \)th-charged optical vortex.

Figure 3 shows calculated powers of the Fourier coefficients \( |C_m|^2 \) as a function of the angle of the circular analyzer \( \alpha \). The retardation errors are arbitrarily set to \( \delta_Q = 5.0^\circ \) and \( \delta_A = 50.0^\circ \). The coefficients only for \( m = 0 \) and \( \pm 2 \) become non-zero as shown in the graph, while all the other components \( (m = \pm 1, \pm 3, \pm 4, \cdots) \) become zero. The result suggests that the component
of the designed charge $m = 2$ is dominant ($|C_2|^2 \sim 0.82$), while that of $m = -2$ has a small fraction of the power of an order of $10^{-6}$. On the other hand, a non-vortex component ($m = 0$) depends on $\alpha$, and becomes zero at $\alpha = 90^\circ$, while maximum at $\alpha = 0^\circ$.

Figure 3 suggests that the polarization filtered AHP will not become the ideal mask function (i.e., $\tau = e^{-i2\theta}$), when the AHP and the QWPs have the retardation errors. The mask function $\tau$ is then written as

$$\tau = C_{-2}e^{i2\theta} + C_0 + C_2e^{-i2\theta}. \quad (8)$$

In the mask function, both even-charged components $m = \pm 2$ (the first and third terms) theoretically provide perfect stellar rejection for a point-like star [6]. On the other hand, the non-vortex component $m = 0$ (the second term) does not embed any space-variant phase modulation on the stellar image, but reduces the amplitude by a factor of $C_0$. Thus the effect of this unwanted non-vortex term would appear as a residual Airy pattern on the final focal plane with the reduced intensity $|C_0|^2$. In other words, the value $|C_0|^2$ is directly connected with the coronagraphic performance, that is, a metric of an achievable contrast.

Figure 3 also suggests that the angle of the circular analyzer $\alpha$ must be adjusted accurately to the optimal position ($\alpha = 90^\circ$) to maintain a small value of $|C_0|^2$. For example, the angle $\alpha$ must be adjusted within an accuracy of $\pm 0.16^\circ$ for achieving $|C_0|^2 < 10^{-8}$.

Figure 4 shows the calculated Fourier coefficients $|C_m|^2$ for $m = 0$ and $\pm 2$, in the cases of (a) $\alpha = 0^\circ$ and (b) $\alpha = 90^\circ$, as a function of the retardation errors $\delta_Q$ (between $\pm 20^\circ$) and $\delta_A$ (between $\pm 100^\circ$). Again, the other components become zero. The unwanted non-vortex term $|C_0|^2$ becomes zero only for $\delta_Q = 0^\circ$ or $\delta_A = 0^\circ$ when $\alpha = 0^\circ$, while becomes zero for any values of $\delta_Q$ and $\delta_A$ when $\alpha = 90^\circ$. The results demonstrate that the perfect stellar rejection is realized with the optimal configuration $\alpha = 90^\circ$ even when the AHP and the QWPs are chromatic.

It should be noted that the numerical analyses described in this section assume some idealized conditions. For example, we assume that the polarizers are perfect with infinite extinction ratios, the retardations of two QWPs are identical, and the QWPs and the AHP have perfect transmittances for both polarization states. Numerical analyses for evaluating the coronagraphic performance under realistic conditions will be interesting future works. In Section 4, we will show the effect of the mismatched retardations of the QWPs, in the context of comparison...
between the numerical analyses and laboratory demonstrations.

3. Laboratory demonstrations

We carried out laboratory demonstrations of the VVC using the AHP manufactured by the photonic-crystal technology [35]. Figure 5 shows a picture, and a microscope image of the photonic-crystal AHP placed between two polarizers (taken by VHX-2000, Keyence Corp.). The AHP was manufactured based on the autocloning technology (the Photonic Lattice, Inc.) [36, 37]. In the microscope image, the polarizers generate a periodic modulation of intensity of transmitted light with the angle $\theta$ due to the space-variant fast axes shown in the image. A manufacturing defect at the central phase singularity seems to be extremely small, probably less than 1 $\mu$m. We note that a similar photonic-crystal coronagraphic mask, an eight-octant phase mask, has been manufactured based on the same technology [38]. In the microscope image, we can also observe some dark spots, probably due to the measurement process (e.g., nonuniformity of the polarizers).

We constructed the optical setup shown in Fig. 1 to carry out laboratory demonstrations of the VVC. The circular polarizer and the analyzer are placed in the collimated light as shown in Fig. 1. We note that, however, it would be interesting to consider the other configuration, in which the AHP and the polarization filters are all compactly placed on the focal plane. A He-Ne laser with five selectable wavelengths $\lambda = 543, 594, 604, 612, \text{ and } 633 \text{ nm}$ is used as a model star. The AHP and the QWPs (made of synthetic quartz and MgF$_2$) have chromatic retardations both optimized at 633 nm. The retardation errors are measured to be $|\delta_Q| < 4^\circ$ and estimated to be $|\delta_A| < 60^\circ$ over the wavelength range of the light source. In Fig. 4(a), we show a trajectory of the retardation errors from $\lambda = 500 \text{ nm}$ (upper right) to 730 nm (lower left) by a white dotted line. Five dots on the line correspond to the retardation errors at the five wavelengths of the light source.

A circular aperture with a diameter of $D = 1.0 \text{ mm}$ is used as an entrance pupil. Focal lengths of the both lenses L1 and L2 are $f = 200 \text{ mm}$. Thus the size of the Airy disc on the AHP is $2.44\lambda f/D \approx 0.3 \text{ mm}$, which is much larger than the central phase singularity. A diameter of the Lyot stop is set to be 0.9 mm, that is, 0.9 times smaller than that of the entrance pupil.

![Fig. 5. A picture and a microscope image of a photonic-crystal AHP. The microscope image is taken by placing the AHP between two polarizers.](image-url)
4. Results and discussions

Figure 6 shows the acquired coronagraphic images at the five wavelengths. Intensities of the images are normalized by the peak intensity of the non-coronagraphic image, acquired by displacing the center of the AHP so that the model star is imaged on an off-center position of the AHP. Spots indicated by dotted circles are ghost images. The graph in Fig. 6 shows measured intensity levels averaged over regions within 0.5 λ/D from the center (hereafter, I₀). We can see that better achromatic performance is obtained with the optimal configuration α = 90° than the non-optimal one α = 0°. The intensity level averaged over the five wavelengths was 3 × 10⁻⁴ for α = 0°, while improved to 7 × 10⁻⁵ for α = 90°.

The intensity level at λ = 543 nm for α = 0° is significantly higher (I₀ = 1.1 × 10⁻³) than that for α = 90° (I₀ = 1.9 × 10⁻⁴). This would be due to the retardation errors δQ and δA, which are relatively large at λ = 543 nm (see the trajectory of the retardation errors in Fig. 4(a)), resulting in a substantial unwanted non-vortex term |C₀|². As mentioned above, the value |C₀|²

![Coronagraphic images at five wavelengths from λ = 543 to 633 nm for the non-optimal and optimal configurations (α = 0° and 90°, respectively). (Bottom) Intensity levels averaged over regions within 0.5 λ/D from the center (I₀), as a function of the wavelength (λ). The dotted line shows calculated I₀ from the results in Fig. 4(a).](image-url)
is connected with the metric of the coronagraphic performance. For example, the metric used here would be written as $I_0 = 0.74|C_0|^2$, where the factor 0.74 comes from the average over the inner regions within $0.5\lambda/D$. A dotted line of the graph in Fig. 6 shows the calculated $I_0$ values derived from the results in Fig. 4(a). The calculated values are consistent with the measured ones.

The acquired coronagraphic images are dominated by residual speckle pattern as shown in Fig. 6. The speckle is probably due to the random phase aberrations of the optical components, even though we used the small entrance pupil with a diameter of 1.0 mm for reducing the phase aberrations of the wavefront incoming to the coronagraph system. We expect that the AHP will less contribute to the residual speckle, since the light passes through the AHP as the Airy pattern with a disc size of $\approx 0.3$ mm, while passes through the other components (e.g., the polarizers and the QWPs) as the collimated beam with a size of $\approx 1$ mm. For achieving higher contrast, an extreme adaptive optics must be used to clean the wavefront incoming to the coronagraph system.

In Section 2, we assumed that the retardations of the QWPs were identical. We also calculated the Fourier coefficients assuming that the two QWPs have different retardations. The result shows that the difference in the retardations generates the unwanted zero-charged Fourier coefficient $C_0$ in the mask function $\tau$. Thus, the difference between the retardations of the QWPs must be as small as possible for acquiring the achromatic performance. In our laboratory demonstrations, the difference of the retardations are measured to be about $0.5^\circ$ at $\lambda = 543$ nm. The value $|C_0|^2$ is then roughly estimated to be $4 \times 10^{-6}$ (corresponding to $I_0 \approx 3 \times 10^{-6}$), assuming that the retardation errors of the two QWPs are $\delta_{Q1} = 3.75^\circ$, $\delta_{Q2} = 4.25^\circ$ (i.e., $\delta_{Q2} - \delta_{Q1} = 0.5^\circ$) and $\delta_A = 55^\circ$. We expect that this effect cannot be observed in the laboratory demonstrations because the value $I_0$ is small enough to be buried in the residual speckle.

Figure 2 suggests that the polarizer $P1$ discards half the incoming light from a target, if it is unpolarized. However, the observational efficiency can be improved by constructing a dual-channel coronagraph by replacing the polarizers with polarization-beam splitters, as proposed in the context of the eight-octant phase-mask coronagraph [38].

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrated, via the Jones calculus and the Fourier analysis, that the achromatic VVC can be constructed by using the AHP placed between the crossed circular polarizer and the analyzer, even when the chromatic AHP and the QWPs are used. The angle of the circular analyzer has to be set to $\alpha = 90^\circ$ for avoiding the non-vortex term $|C_0|^2$. Our numerical analysis also suggests that the difference in the retardations between two QWPs must be as small as possible to avoid generating the non-vortex term $|C_0|^2$.

We carried out laboratory demonstrations of the VVC over the wavelength from $\lambda = 543$ nm to 633 nm, and compared the performance when the angle of the circular analyzer was set to $\alpha = 0^\circ$ and $\alpha = 90^\circ$. The results exhibit better achromatic performance (the light suppression level of $7 \times 10^{-5}$) for the optimal configuration $\alpha = 90^\circ$, as compared to $3 \times 10^{-4}$ for the non-optimal one $\alpha = 0^\circ$.

Finally, we note that the Jones calculus and the Fourier analysis utilized in this paper will also be convenient for designing achromatic coronagraphs using the other types of phase mask, such as the higher-order vector vortex masks, the four-quadrant and eight-octant phase masks, and so on. The achromatic phase-mask coronagraph will become a powerful tool for removing bright star light over broad wavelength range, and enable us to characterize extremely faint planetary light through spectroscopic observations.
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